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Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) 

Yucca Mountain Review Plan, Draft RevisionrZJO!S oFid Di~ectives 
May 23, 2002 Public Hearing Bra n oh 

Supplemental Comments and Questions to 
May 22, 2002 Hearing Input 

For the record my name is Dennis A. Bechtel, 319 Encima Court, Henderson, Nevada, 

89014. This will supplement my comments provided at the May 22, 2002 hearing in Las 

Vegas.  

Performance Review 

1. Total Systems Performance Assessment.  

a. Questions: 

i. How will NRC address uncertainties in performance? Further 
testing? Peer review? Etc.? 

ii. How will NRC compare (and weight?) uncertainties among site 
features (e.g., ".:noqturated zone, saturated zone, etc.)? How will 
priorities among site features be established for decision-making? 
(e.g., site characteristics versus engineered barriers as an example).  

iii. Re: Integrated repository performance. Will NRC refuse to grant 
a license if one aspect of performance would not adequately meet 
standards and could not be "engineered around" ? 

Transportation Issues 

1. Supplemental EIS (SEIS) to be prepared to evaluate transportation (re: to be 
produced by DOE). DOE has stated that the Department would prepare a 
supplemental EIS in several years (?) to address transportation issues.  
Transportation, of course, is the part of the program that would impact more 
people nationally. There, consequently, will be increased interest and concern in 
transportation issues. The current, final Yucca Mountain EIS that will accompany 
the license application as a part of DOE's "licensing application package" does 
not substantively address transportation issues (e.g., national routes, etc.).  
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a. Questions: 

i. Will the SEIS be incorporated into the "Final EIS" as a component 
of NRC's licensing review? Will transportation issues be 
considered as part of performance assessment? 

ii. Will the NRC license Yucca Mountain as a repository if there are 
inadequacies in DOE's resolution of transportation issues as 
expressed in the SEIS, or regarding the inability to license a 
transportation cask? 

iii. If there are inadequacies in this SEIS, will NRC set "conditions" 
prior to issuing a license to accept fuel or operate a repository 
correcting these deficiencies? How will the NRC follow-up to 
ensure that these issues have been addressed? 

iv. If a license is issued, and transportation issues (noted as separate 
items by Dr. Meserve at today's hearing) are not addressed or 
resolved, will the NRC so note these concerns (as expressed in 
their comments on the draft EIS) to DOE for correction? 

2. Licensing of a transportation cask 

a. As noted previously, there are increasing national concerns regarding the 
transportation of nuclear waste, due in large part to the extreme danger of 
the radioactivity from the spent nuclear fuel and high-level defense waste 
(other issues, of course, are the unprecedented number of waste 
shipments). These fears could be somewhat allayed (or potential problems 
determined) by the full-scale testing of the casks. At a U.S. Senate Energy 
and Natural Resources Committee hearing, NRC Commission Chairman 
Dr. Meserve indicated that full-scale testing could be undertaken under 
certain circumstances in the "Package Pwf e Study" to verify canister 
integrity. pe t-P-orWr! V(Z 

i. Questions: 

1. How will the NRC study proposed DOE transportation 
canisters? Review computer simulations and samples 
produced for DOE? Replicate DOE's analyses? Perform 
independent analyses (of any type including full-scale 
testing)? 

2. What would be the circumstances that would result in the 
NRC initiating full-scale testing by NRC? (evidence such 
as studies performed for an evaluation of the Baltimore 
tunnel fire?)
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3. Who would conduct the review or analyses? DOE, DOE 
contractor, or independent contractor? 

ii. Comments: 

1. The NRC as part of licensing should perform full-scale, 
independent testing of proposed rail and truck 
canisters. This will greatly assist in determining the 
viability of the canisters under possible accident 
conditions. As important as computer simulation can be 
for use in predicting some aspects of future risk or 
failure, these will not satisfy the public's concerns 
regarding how canisters would operate under "real life" 
conditions.  

2. The criteria used for the present range of tests required 
by NRC (fire damage, water immersion, etc.) do not 
reflect, unfortunately, many accidents that currently 
exceed these requirements. A key example is last year's 
Baltimore tunnel fire, and a number of other violent 
train crashes that have become common. The NRC 
should utilize criteria from accident examples such as 
these to test canisters. These may not even be "worst 
case" examples, but they are instances of accidents that 
have happened.  

b. Quality control on canisters: There was an incident several years ago in 
Kingman, Arizona involving a leak of moisture from a truck container 
carrying waste contaminated with low levels of radioactivity. The leak 
occurred, after final analysis, from stress on the canister caused by the 
misreading of a blueprint that led to the canister being manufactured 
incorrectly. This error was not captured until after the incident.  

i. Question: 

1. Will NRC review the QC on the manufacturing processes 
used to produce nuclear waste transport (and other) casks? 

2. Will NRC specify conditions, or criteria for the 
certification of a canister? 

3. Are manufacturing processes, construction and quality 
control issues periodically reviewed by NRC to ensure that 
approved certification criteria are adhered to and canisters 
constructed to required specifications?
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